
• Protects your wax from gouges
• Protects your edges from dings
• Protects your car's interior from  

scrapes, cuts, and melting muddy ice
• Protects your car's paint job  

while you gear up
• Likely fits any snowboard  

[135-170cm]
• Machine washable  

[Warm, low heat dry]

Top closure
& Buckle
 
Close these two last.
First the velcro closure 
to hold the O.B.B. in 
place while you tighten 
the buckle, ensuring 
that an even amount 
of board blanket is 
protecting each edge.  

 
Tighten, re-tighten, repeat
The most common problem 
reported in testing was the 

OBB twisting around the 
board during transit.  That 

problem was 100% fixed by 
re-tightening the velco on 

the center closure.  Ideally, 
equal amounts of board 

blanket protect each edge.  

Center closure
& Buckle

Slide 
Buckle 
$1.3273 less expensive 
than the snap buckle 
when you include labor. 
Try to get equal amounts 
of board blanket on each 
edge before closing.   Elastic 

Cinch
No need to crank this all 

that tightly, the buckle 
will do the work.

The actual Original Board Blanket  

Yoga mat, duct tap
e, Velcro & staples 

GooderthanGGoldold.com

       The Orig inal 

  Board BlanketBoard Blanket

...on a hand-me-down sewing machine, after a full day of work, late at night when the rest of the house has gone to 
thier seperate corners (“up-hill, both ways, in the snow, carrying my brothers and sisters on my back”). Meaning that 
a certain level of “uniqueness” is to be expected in each OBB we sell.  The O.B.B. was born of necessity, created by 
a snowboarding dad in a family of skiers, who was tired of spending a whole Saturday pre-season getting the family’s 
gear ready, only to have thier gear beat the hell out of his in the back of the car while up the mountain. I am a self 
taught sewer and this design continues to evolve. 
The Original Board Blanket was born from a yoga mat and duct tape.  It evolved when Matt’s 
favorite orange ski bib’s ripped up the leg during one truly spectacular, Agony of Defeat level 
wipe-out, but ideation and prototyping, like product life, are a cycle. and those bibs died that 
O.B.B. might live.  
Out of respect for those safety orange marvels, should something go wrong with your O.B.B., 
consider it an opportunity to expand your skillset; you really should be able to mend your own 
clothes. While you are at it, learn to change your own fluids and rotate your own tires, be 
able to make at least one quality meal from memory that you can serve to impress a date, 
and call your mother; it’s been too long since she heard from you.  Also, figure out where the 
main water shut-off is in your home (even if you rent), you’ll be glad you did when you need it. 
Most importantly, please chew with your damn mouth closed; it’s disgusting!
...Of course, if the problem is functional (i.e. broken buckle, or a seam that was forgotten) or 
so aesthetically glaring that it bothers you everytime you see it and this is “literally killing you” 
please send an email about it to originalboardblanket@gmail.com. Include pictures, we’ll do what 
we can to make you happy except cover return shipping. 
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Handmade, in my basement, in ever decreasing states of sobriety.



Find a good flat work surface.  Lay a towel down for protection. 
1) Open your OBB.  There are two parts. The sewn closed end  
(w/label) is the bottom part and should go beneath the end that should 
have arrived velcroed closed; that is the top part.
2) Lay out the top and bottom parts so that the ends roughly line up 
with the ends of your board [ Interior (checkerboard) up ]. 
3) Reverse the ends of the top and bottom parts and engage the 
velcro that holds them together.  You do not need to get this perfect right 
now, you’ll be tightening later 
4) Slide the tail of your board into the bottom pocket. The belt should 
already be threaded though the slide buckle, if not, do that now.  Tighten.
5) Close the open top end of the OBB over the nose of your board. 
The buckles should have arrived snapped closed.  Open them and thread 
the belt through the open end of the male buckle (the female buckle is 
sewn in.  Close the top buckle and tighten.
6) Flip your board on its side and re-set the velcro as needed until 
your Original Board Blanket stays closed but isn’t straining the closures.

7)       Flip it back and buckle the center.
   
There are few problems you will experience 
using your OBB that can not be fixed by 
tightening up the velcro closures and/or 
tightening the straps before transport.

The Original Board Blanket
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Video assembly instructions: 
gooderthangold.com/original-board-blanket


